Production probabilities of ion and excited particle species along the proton beam track in liquid water are estimated around the Bragg peak region, taking into account charge changing processes and energetic secondary electron (δ-ray) behavior. Ionization and excitation processes are divided into two categories in this study: primary processes associated with direct proton (or hydrogen) interaction and secondary processes arising from the electrons ejected by the primary process. We show that the number of events in the secondary processes producing ions and excited particles is larger than that of the primary processes around the Bragg peak while neutralized protons (i.e., hydrogen) with low energy have a large contribution to direct ionization. Effects of charge changing processes on ionization and excitation are also discussed.
Introduction
When radiation particles interact with bio-materials, the particles transfer most of their energy to electrons. The resultant transformation of atoms and molecules in the material occurs through both electron collisions and direct interaction with primary radiation particles (incident protons). The behavior of proton beams in material (specifically water) can be viewed as a canonical system in which incident protons and secondary electrons interact with bio-materials ( Fig.1) . A proton transfers a maximum of about 4m e /m p (m p : the proton mass, m e : the electron mass) of its energy to electrons through an ionization collision. With such a large energy share, electrons generated through proton induced direct ionization with water molecules have, therefore, sufficient energy and probability to induce further ionization and excitation processes with ambient molecules. The energetic secondary electron is the so-called δ-ray.
In the energy range of interest, protons travel in essentially a straight line, loosing energy through collisions. At the Bragg peak region of the proton track, low energy protons may be neutralized through the capture of electrons from water molecules. Conversely, hydrogen atoms arising from this neutralization process may also undergo electron loss (electron stripping) as well. Both processes must be balanced in a dynamic equilibrium state. These charge changing processes take place along the proton's original straight trajectory. The tracks of the produced electrons spread out in a tree-branch structure (see Fig.1 ). Collision interaction products (ions and/or excited particle species) are also generated along the track within the branch structure.
Although the density is lower, the number of the products is higher in the outer region than around the original proton track due to the secondary electron processes.
Conventionally, the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of radiation has been discussed based upon the energy deposit per unit length, that is, the stopping power (dE/dx) or linear energy transfer (LET). However, from a microscopic point of view, the biological-cell mutation probability depends on the ionization and/or excitation rate, not the energy deposit itself. Accordingly, the production rate of ionization and excitation particle species per unit volume in the track structure is essential for determining the radiation weighting factor (w R ) or quality factor of radiation (Q).
In this study, we calculate the probability of ionization and excitation events by a proton incident in liquid water, in which secondary electron and charge transfer processes are also important. By taking into account event occurrences for both ionization and excitation by secondary electrons and charge changing reaction processes, we estimate the effective production rate of ionization and excitation around the Bragg peak region per unit traveled of the incident proton. We also investigate implicit effects of the secondary electrons on the stopping power of protons.
Method of calculation
In the present analysis, we estimate event probabilities for ionization and excitation of water molecules. Ionization and excitation occur in the course of proton transport and in subordinate processes associated with charge change and electron transport.
Charge changing processes have an important role in proton energy degradation, particularly around the Bragg peak region (e.g., Rudd et al., 1992 , Uehara et al., 2000 . Low energy protons may capture electrons from water molecules becoming neutral-hydrogen atoms. Electrons may also be stripped from a hydrogen atom. In a dynamic charge equilibrium state, the probabilities of both processes are given by For an incident proton beam, the effective cross sections for ionization and excitation can be described by Some electrons generated by the ionization in Eq. (2) are energetic and have the ability to ionize and excite other water molecules. However, the secondary electron energy after primary ionization is below a few thousands eV. Accordingly, most of the electrons can move only less than 0.1-1μm in CSDA range (e.g., Atomic Data, 1972) . Hereafter, we refer to these processes by electrons (namely δ-rays) "secondary processes", while we refer to the direct ionization and excitation by protons or hydrogen atoms "primary processes". The secondary processes are dominated by the energy spectra of electrons ejected in the primary ionization. The probable energy distribution of the electrons is represented by the single differential cross section dσ/dE (differential in energy transfer E),
where W j =E-I j is the secondary electron kinetic energy, I j is the ionization energy of sub-shell j in liquid water and G j is the partitioning factor (Rudd et al., 1992 and Dingfelder el al., 2000) . If we consider the event counts for ionization and excitation in the electron processes from the initial energy W (just after the ejection) down to the cutoff energy, as k ion (W) and k exc (W), the effective cross sections for ionization and excitation by secondary processes are given by
where W min,ion and W min,exc are cutoff energies equivalent to the ionization and excitation thresholds for the electron impact. It should be noted that the relation dW
sustained for the transfer energy E and the ejected electron energy W. Thus, the total cross sections for ionization and excitation including secondary electron processes become
Here, ) K ( J σ denotes the cross section for process-J (ionization or excitation) by the primary ionization K (proton or hydrogen), and
the cross section associated with electrons generated by the primary ionization K (proton or hydrogen). These are corresponding to Eqs. (5) and (6).
Charge changing processes may also induce the ionization and excitation of water molecules.
In the electron loss process, an electron departs from hydrogen and travels with the same speed as the proton. That is to say, it has the kinetic energy T/λ, where T is the proton energy and λ=m p /m e =1836 (m p : the proton mass, m e : the electron mass). This electron may cause ionization and excitation as well as the secondary electron mentioned above. Moreover, an ion (H 2 O ＋ ) is produced in the electron capture process, which can also be regarded as an ionization event. The equivalent ionization and excitation cross sections by the charge changing reaction 6 are given as:
These cross sections are added to Eq. (7) and Eq.(8), respectively, to obtain a complete form of the effective total cross sections as a function of the incident particle (proton or hydrogen)
energy. Finally, we can express them in event counts per unit length:
where N is the number of water molecules per unit volume.
Collision cross sections

Proton and hydrogen
For the impact cross sections of proton and hydrogen in liquid water, we adopt the semi-empirical model following Dingfelder et al. (2000) as their analytical cross sections lend themselves to the present analysis. For clarity, we present the cross-section here. For the excitation cross section for proton incident with energy τ, the analytic form for a single excitation level k is given as (13) with sets of parameters for five levels in liquid water, a, J, ν, and Ω. Here, σ 0 is a constant (=10 -20 m 2 ), Z the number of electrons in the target material, and E k the excitation energy. The excitation cross sections for neutral hydrogen impact are neglected in Dingfelder's paper, but we consider them the same as protons except the parameter a of Eq.(13) which is assumed to be 3/4 of the proton value, following Miller and Green (1973) .
The ionization cross section given by Dingfelder et al. (2000) is based upon the method by Rudd et al. (1992) . The differential cross sections for five major ionization processes are in the analytical forms with several specific parameters similar to the excitation cross sections. We use the single differential cross section dσ/dE in the summation formula (Eq.(38) in their paper)
with the parameters for liquid water. The differential cross section for hydrogen is also presented by
where , Analytic forms for charge-changing cross sections for electron capture and electron loss mentioned in the previous section are also taken from Dingfelder et al. (2000) and those curves fit well the other reported data (e.g., Toburen et al., 1968 , Dagnac et al., 1970 .
All of the cross sections given above are shown in Fig.1 . The total ionization cross section in Fig.2 was obtained by integration of the single differential cross section dσ/dE over electron energy, which duplicates correctly the one shown in the paper by Dingfelder et al. (2000) .
Electron
In order to construct a Monte Carlo simulation of electrons generated by the primary ionization process through proton or hydrogen impact, three types of electron collisions need to be considered for water molecules in liquid state: elastic, ionization and excitation. Electron impact cross sections of water have been reported by many authors (e.g., IAEA-TECDOC-799).
However, most of them are for water in vapor phase while the data for liquid water are scarce.
Recently, some researchers have reported inelastic cross sections for liquid water, for example Emfietzoglou (2003) and Champion (2003) . It seems to have been accepted that the ionization and excitation cross sections of water in liquid phase are significantly smaller than those in vapor phase especially for electron energy below 100eV. In the present study, we adopt the cross sections for total ionization and total excitation by Emfietzoglou, which are in good agreement with those of earlier work by Pinblott et al. (1996) and Dingfelder et al. (1998) . As for the elastic collision cross section, we use the experimental data in water vapor by Danjo and Nishimura (1985) with a multiplication factor 1.4. The multiplication factor has been chosen so as to fit the total cross section due to the paucity of the elastic cross section data. The elastic collision process is not so important in our calculation because the energy transfer in the elastic collision is minute and our aim is to focus on the inelastic event counts. The angular distribution of electrons after scattering is assumed to be constant ignoring angular anisotropy. We have confirmed that this assumption causes negligible differences in the present analysis.
The set of total ionization, total excitation and elastic cross sections is embedded into a Monte Carlo code. In order to determine the energy partition ratio of primary and secondary electrons after ionization, we use the algorithm by Grosswendt and Weibel (1978) with some fitting parameters by Green and Sawada (1972) . The electron transport calculation is performed in the same manner as that of a previous paper by Date et al. (2003) . Figure 3 shows stopping cross sections σ st (=S/N: S is the stopping power, N the number of water molecules per unit volume) which were deduced from the impact cross sections given in Fig.2 to check the validity for constructing the conventional quantity. The stopping cross section demonstrates the Bragg peak well, and the shape is quite similar to ICRU-49 data (ICRU, 1993) except for that the peak value of σ st in the present result is about 5% larger than that of the ICRU liquid data.
Results and discussion
The occurrence rates of ionization and excitation by electron impact as a function of initial electron energy are shown in Fig.4 , which were obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation of electrons. The number in the vertical axis represents the average cumulative event frequency during the electron track motion from an initial energy E down to a cutoff energy (typically excitation threshold). Our results yield W-values in fairly good agreement with that of water vapor reported by Olivera et al. (1997) . Figure 5 shows the probable ionization counts per micrometer for the incident particle (proton or hydrogen), and Fig.6 the excitation counts. These were derived from the terms given in Eqs. eV and the count of ionization by secondary electrons is larger than that of the direct proton ionization. Contrary to this, the direct ionization by hydrogen takes place mostly in the lower energy region (<10 5 eV) and the contribution of ionization by electrons generated by hydrogen is minor. In Fig.6 , we can see that the secondary electrons generated by protons are the dominant particles for the excitation process.
The event counts for charge changing processes are shown in Fig.7 . It is recognized that the electron stripping process from hydrogen to proton results in a steep peak of the excitation probability by generated electrons between the hydrogen energy 10 4 and 10 5 eV.
The total count ratios of the secondary process to the total process for ionization and excitation are plotted in Fig.8 . Here, it should be recalled that the secondary process means ionization or excitation process by electrons generated by the direct ionization with proton or hydrogen impact and in charge changing processes. Figure 8 shows that the ionization and excitation events by electron collision processes are an important share of the total processes in the higher energy region above 10 4 eV. Total counts classified into primary and secondary processes are presented in Fig.9 . The curves in Fig.9 describe the interaction processes of proton beam incident in water more precisely than the stopping cross sections in Fig.3 . We illustrated the proton processes considering δ-ray behavior in Fig.1 . In this figure, a narrow cylinder in the central region represents the proton and hydrogen interaction area and the outer co-axial cylindrical volume depicts the spatial area in which electron tracks are spreading out. Iwanami and Oda (1999) reported on the radiological action of heavy charged particles, in which they deal with the heavy charged particle as a two-component radiation including the processes of high LET heavy ion tracks of low fluence and low LET electrons of high fluence.
Our results concerning protons also illustrate the two-component nature of the radiation, which may lead to more detailed evaluation of biological effects of radiation than with the LET approach. On the one hand, if we know the accurate interaction radii "a" and "b" in Fig.1 , we can estimate event densities for ionization and excitation, denoted as J K n (J: particle name, K:
process type), then a ratio can be defined as we know the generation rates of single-strand breaks (SSB) and double-strand breaks (DSB) of a DNA chain through the ionization and excitation processes, the ratio R may be combined with the radiation weighting factor w R for protons. At least, from a physical point of view, the results in this paper support the recent recommendation of w R for protons approaching unity (ICRP-92, 2003 ). This tendency is attributable to the fact that the contribution of electron interaction is considerably large in the inelastic processes of protons. The natural extension of the present analysis will likely be to heavier charged particles such as carbon.
Concluding remarks
In the present study, we have investigated ionization and excitation processes at the Bragg peak region of proton beams in liquid water. Primary processes by proton and hydrogen and secondary processes by electrons were separately treated in the estimation of ionization and excitation probabilities. The calculation results show that the contribution of secondary processes is more than 50% of the fraction of total event counts in the upper energy region of the Bragg peak and the primary ionization processes with hydrogen are dominant in the lower region. It is also shown that the production rates of ion and excited particle species are enhanced by charge changing processes between proton and hydrogen.
In addition, we have discussed the implication of primary and secondary processes suggesting a physical description of the radiation effects contrary to the conventional LET approach. 
Fig.8
Ratios of secondary and primary processes for ionization and excitation: ratio of secondary ionization to total ionization (secondary/total-ion), and ratio of secondary excitation to total excitation (secondary/total-exc). 
